Coaching Staff

Patrick Laughlin (1999-05) Head Coach Brown University D1
Rob Dow (2006-07) Assistant Coach Southern New Hampshire University D2
John Mark Andrade (2008) Assistant Coach Providence College D1
Pedro Braz (Assistant 2009-11) Head Coach Montgomery College NJCAA D1
Burke Hazard (Assistant 2013-14) Head Coach Lasell College D3

Division 1

Ian MacKenzie '00 Providence College
Jimmy Hernandez '03 University of Maine
Justin Stockford '03 University of Maine
Peter Alexander '04 University of Maine
Daniel Lucas '04 University of Rhode Island
Andy Hess '12 University of Rhode Island
Danny Giron '13 University of Vermont
Jason Rego '13 Bryant University

Division 2

Tyler Smith 01' University of New Haven
Nick Wasynczuk 03' Bentley University
Kohei Yamashita 03' Tusculum College TN
Alexander Ricker 04' UMass Lowell
Curtis DalBon ‘04 Southern Connecticut University
Lucas Brewer ‘04 Southern Connecticut University
Charles Calcagni ‘04 Bentley College
Tyler Miller ‘06 UMass Lowell
Jamie Phillips ‘07 Southern New Hampshire University
Paul Latif ‘08 Franklin Pierce College (NCAA All American 2010)
Peader Cleary ‘09 Post University
Brendan Reardon ‘11 AIC Springfield Mass
Roman Laboda ‘11 Bloomsburg University PA.
Dennis Laboda ‘11 East Stroudsburg University
Greg Smedburg ’13 American International College
Chris Neil ’13 University of New Haven

Division 3
Josh Belongie ‘04 Mount Ida College
Jose Ruiz ‘04 Rhode Island College
Jimmy Lento ‘04 Fitchburg State
Greg Hagan ‘06 Mount Ida College
Hector Espildora ‘09 Rhode Island College
Nick Clark ‘09 Rhode Island College
Eric Owens ‘09 UMass Boston
Liam Browne ‘09 UMass Dartmouth
Jamie Sinno ‘11 Bridgewater State University
Zach Emeigh ‘11 Husson College
Jake Spedden ’12 Bridgewater State University
John Ferrara ’13 Bridgewater State University
Kevin Sosa ’14 Bridgewater State University
Leo Momiki ’14 Salem State University